Brussels, March 2022
Open letter
Concerning: A right to secure communication and effective encryption for Europe
The confidentiality and security of digital communication are essential for our society. Not
only does democratic discourse thrive on a free exchange of opinions, but our economy also
needs secure communication. Finally, the digitization of our state administration also
requires a high level of trust in IT infrastructures. Freedom of information is a valuable asset
and is enshrined in Article 11 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.
The European Commission has been considering plans to monitor all communications
content, which would contravene these important democratic and economic goals. The
Commission has not formally committed itself yet. However, the planned monitoring of all
communication content (e.g., chats and e-mails) without a specified reason in order to
facilitate the investigation of crime means either the decryption of all encrypted messages by
the service providers or the circumvention of end-to-end encryption through automated and
mass "client side scanning" (CSS) on the end devices of the users, e.g., on all smartphones.
Such CSS is a risky add-on to any communication system [1]. It endangers the human right
to liberty and security and thus the acceptance of digitization and, by extension, the trust in
the future viability of the European Union. At the same time CSS is a risk for any confidential
business communication and endangers the integrity of the device it is put on.
As experts, scientists and professionals in the field of information and communication
technologies, we foresee highly problematic side effects of such interventions in our
communication systems, especially the introduction of CSS. They lower the IT security level
of millions of Internet users and create gateways for cyber criminals. Cybercrime causes
over $1 trillion euros in damage to the world economy per year [2]. By deliberately
weakening Internet communications, Europe's reputation as a leading location for a secure
and data-protection-oriented digital economy is being massively damaged.
Effective encryption of communications and stored data must also become a mandatory
standard for public authorities, professional secrecy holders and all communications
companies in order to reduce the attack surface of central infrastructures. Current
communications systems prove that efficient and user-friendly end-to-end encryption is
possible and can be easily integrated. For example, the EU Commission also recommends
the use of end-to-end encrypted communication to its own employees [3].
The fight against serious crime is an important task for the state, which in individual cases
also legitimizes interventions in the freedom of communication. However, it does not justify
undermining the entire digitization of Europe's state, economy and civil society through
unprovoked and mass surveillance of chat content, for example. Interventions that are
necessary in individual cases may only be carried out in a targeted manner and on an ad
hoc basis.
Therefore, as we strongly believe in the right to strong and effective encryption for all
EU citizens, companies and institutions, we call on the European legislative bodies
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not to undermine it. In addition, providers of communications services must be
obliged to provide EU citizens with a secure ICT infrastructure. We also call for an end
to all activities that weaken and circumvent encryption, as they expose the security of
all EU citizens and our economy to enormous risk.
Yours sincerely,
Byron Nicolaides
President
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